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Abstract. In this paper, we study modules with the properties (CRE) and (CREE), which are
adapted Zo¨schinger’s modules with the properties .E/ and .EE/. It is shown that: (1) a module
M has the propery (CREE) if and only if every submodule of M has the propery (CRE); (2) a
ring R is Rad -supplemented if and only if every left R-module has the propery (CRE); (3) over
a commutative Von Neumann regular ring a module M has the propery (CRE) if and only if M
is cofinitely injective.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this note, R is an associative ring with identity and all modules are unital leftR-
modules. LetN be anR-module. The notationM N means thatM is a submodule
of N . Here, N is called an extension of M . A module M is called injective if M
is a direct summand of every extension N , i.e. N DM CK and N \K D 0 for
some submodule K N . If every R-module is injective, then R is semisimple. The
converse is true.
A submodule S of a module M is said to be small if SCL¤M for every proper
submodule L of M . For every module M , the trivial submodule 0 is a small submo-
dule of M . As a generalization of direct summands, we say that a submodule V of a
module M is supplement of a submodule U of M if M D U CV and U \V  V
as in [11]. Zo¨schinger generalized injective modules to modules with the property
(E). He said that a module M has the property (E) if M has a supplement in every
extension. He also said that a moduleM has the property (EE) ifM has ample supp-
lements in every extension, i.e. forM N , ifN DMCK,K contains a supplement
of M in N ([13]). Every left R-module has the property .E/ if and only if R is left
perfect [4].
In [1], a submodule M of a module N is called cofinite if the factor module N
M
is finitely generated. It is easy to see that every submodule of a finitely generated
module is cofinite. Adapting Zo¨schinger’s module with the properties (E) and (EE),
c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C¸alıs¸ıcı and Tu¨rkmen say that a module M has the property (CE) ((CEE)) if M has
a supplement (ample supplements) in every cofinite extension. Here N is called cofi-
nite extension of M if M is a cofinite submodule of N . They give a characterization
of semiperfect rings via these modules.
For a moduleM , Rad.M/ will indicate the Jacobson radical ofM . A submodule
V of a module M is called Rad-supplement of a submodule U in M if M D U CV
and U \V  Rad.V / [4, Theorem 10.14]. Since the Jacobson radical of a module
is the sum of all small submodules, every supplement is Rad -supplement. A sub-
module U of M has ample Rad -supplements in M if every submodule V of M
with M D U CV contains a Rad -supplement in M . Now we have the following
implications on submodules:
direct summand H) supplement H)Rad   supplement
In this paper, we investigate the properties (CRE) and (CREE) for modules as
a generalization of the properties (CE) and (CEE), respectively. We show that a
module has the property (CREE) if and only if every submodule has the property
(CRE). We prove that every direct summand of a moduleM with the property (CRE)
has this property. Using the property (CRE), we give a characterization of Rad -
supplemented rings, which are a generalization of semiperfect rings.
2. MODULES WITH THE PROPERTIES (CRE) AND (CREE)
In this section, we define the concept of modules with the properties (CRE) and
(CREE). We give various properties of these modules. We prove that every left R-
module has the property (CRE) if and only if the ring R is Rad -supplemented.
Definition 1. LetM be anR-module. We say thatM has the property (CRE) ifM
has a Rad -supplement in every cofinite extension, and M has the property (CREE)
if M has ample Rad -supplements in every cofinite extension
It is easy to see that every module with property (CE) has property (CRE). It
is natural to pose the question whether there exists similar result for the properties
(CEE) and (CREE). Before the end of this section, we shall give an example of a
module which has the property (CRE) but not (CE).
Proposition 1. Every radical module has the property (CRE).
Proof. LetM be a module andN be any cofinite extension ofM . SinceRad.M/D
M , then N DM CN and M \N DM D Rad.M/  Rad.N /. So N is a Rad -
supplement of M in N . 
By P.M/, we denote the sum of all radical submodules of the module M , that is,
P.M/DPfU M jRad.U /D U g. A module M is reduced if P.M/D 0.
Since P.M/ is a radical submodule ofM , we have the next result which is a direct
consequence of Proposition 1.
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Corollary 1. For a module M , P.M/ has the property (CRE).
Now we show that the property (CRE) is preserved by direct summands in the
following proposition:
Proposition 2. Every direct summand of a module with the property (CRE) has
the property (CRE).
Proof. Let N be a direct summand of M . Then there exists a submodule K of M
such that M D N ˚K. Let L be a cofinite extension of N , T be the external direct
sum L˚K and  WM  ! T be the canonical embedding. Then M Š .M/ has the
property (CRE). We have
L
N
Š L˚K
.M/
is finitely generated. Since .M/ has the property (CRE), then there exists a sub-
module U of T such that T D .M/CU and .M/\U  Rad.U /. Consider the
projection  W T  !L. By this way, we haveNC.U /DL. Also ker./ .M/,
..M/\U/ ..M//\.U /DN \.U / Rad..U //. Therefore .U / is
a Rad -supplement of N in L. 
In [3], C¸alıs¸ıcı and Tu¨rkmen defined cofinitely injective modules, that is, a module
M is called cofinitely injective if M is a direct summand of every cofinite extension.
Recall that a ring R is called Von Neumann regular if every element a 2R can be
written in the form axa, for some x 2R.
Proposition 3. Let R be a commutative Von Neumann regular ring and M be an
R-module. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) M has the property (CRE).
(2) M is cofinitely injective.
(3) M has the property (CE).
Proof. .1/ H) .2/ Suppose that M is a module with the property (CRE). Let N
be any cofinite extension of M . So, there exists a Rad -supplement V of M in N .
Since R is a commutative Von Neumann regular ring, Rad.V /D 0 by [5, 3.73 and
3.75]. So N DM ˚V .
.2/H) .3/ and .3/H) .1/ are clear. 
Zo¨schinger proved in [13] that a module has the property (EE) if and only if every
submodule has the property (E). We give an analogous characterization of our mo-
dules.
Theorem 1. A moduleM has the property (CREE) if and only if every submodule
of M has the property (CRE).
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Proof. .H)/ Let M be a module with the property (CREE) and T be any sub-
module of M . For a cofinite extension N of T , let F D M˚N
H
, where the submo-
dule H is the set of all elements .a; a/ of F with a 2 T and let ˛ WM  ! F via
˛.m/D .m;0/CH , ˇ WN  ! F via ˇ.n/D .0;n/CH for all m 2M , n 2N . It is
clear that ˛ and ˇ are monomorphisms. Thus we have the following pushout:
T
1 //
2

N
ˇ

M
˛ // F
where 1 and 2 are inclusion mappings. It is easy to prove that F D Im.˛/C
Im.ˇ/. Now we define  W F  ! N
T
by ..m;n/CH/D nCT for all .m;n/CH 2
F . Then  is an epimorphism. Note that ker./D Im.˛/ and so N
T
Š F
Im.˛/
is fini-
tely generated. Since ˛ is a monomorphism, we have M Š Im.˛/. By the assumpt-
ion, Im.˛/ has the property (CREE). Then it follows immediately that Im.˛/ has a
Rad -supplement V in F with V  Im.˛/, i.e., F D Im.˛/CV and Im.˛/\V 
Rad.V /. ThenN DT Cˇ 1.V / and T \ˇ 1.V /Rad.ˇ 1.V //. Hence ˇ 1.V /
is a Rad -supplement of T in N .
.(H/ Suppose that every submodule of M has the property (CRE). For a cofinite
extension N of M , let N DM CK for some submodule K of N . Then N
M
Š K
M\K
is finitely generated and so M \K is a cofinite submodule of K. By the hypothesis,
there exists a submodule V ofK such thatKD .M \K/CV andM \V Rad.V /.
Note that N DM CV . It follows that V is a Rad -supplement of M in N . So M
has the property (CREE). 
Recall from [2] that a module M is (cofinitely) Rad -supplemented if every (cofi-
nite) submodule has a Rad -supplement inM . It is clear that every finitely generated
cofinitely Rad -supplemented module is Rad -supplemented.
Corollary 2. Every submodule of a module with the property (CREE) has the
property (CRE). Moreover, a module with the property (CREE) is cofinitely Rad -
supplemented.
Proposition 4. Let M be a module and A be a submodule of B such that B
A
is
noetherian. If A and B
A
have the property (CRE), then so is B .
Proof. Let N be any cofinite extension of B . By the hypothesis, there is a Rad -
supplement V
A
of B
A
in N
A
. Note that N
B
Š VAB\V
A
. Since B
A
is noetherian, then V
A
is finitely generated. Therefore V is a cofinite extension of A. Since A has the
property (CRE), then A has a Rad -supplement in V , say K. We claim that K is a
Rad -supplement of B in N . We have epimorphisms f WK  ! V
A
and g W V
A
 ! N
B
such that ker.f / D K \A  Rad.K/ and Ker.g/ D V
A
\ B
A
 Rad.V
A
/. Then
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g ıf W K  ! N
B
is an epimorphism such that K \B D Ker.g ıf /  Rad.K/ by
[12, Lemma 1.1]. Finally, N DKCB . 
Proposition 5. Let M be a module and K be a radical submodule of M . If M
K
has the property (CRE), then M has the property (CRE).
Proof. Let U be any cofinite extension of M . Then U
M
is finitely generated. So
U
K
M
K
Š U
M
is finitely generated. Thus U
K
is a cofinite extension of M
K
. By the hypothe-
sis, there exists a submodule V
K
of U
K
such that U
K
D M
K
C V
K
and M
K
\ V
K
Rad.V
K
/.
Then we have U DM CV . Since K is radical, M \V Rad.V /. So V is a Rad -
supplement of M in U . Therefore M has the property (CRE). 
Now we prove that the class of modules with the property (CRE) is closed under
extensions if we impose certain conditions.
Theorem 2. Let
0  !K f // M g // L  ! 0
be a short exact sequence. Suppose that K is radical. If K and L have the property
(CRE), so does M . If the sequence splits, the converse holds.
Proof. Without loss of generality; we assume that K M . Since M
K
Š L has
the property (CRE) and K is radical, then we have M has the property (CRE) by
Proposition 5. On the other hand, suppose that the sequence splits. ThenM ŠK˚L.
LetM be module with the property (CRE). So,K and L have the property (CRE) by
Proposition 2.

Corollary 3. Let Mi .i 2 I / be any finite collection of radical modules and M D
M1˚M2˚ :::˚Mn. ThenM has the property (CRE) iffMi has the property (CRE)
for each i D 1;2; :::;n.
Proof. The necessity follows from Proposition 2. Conversely, to prove thatM has
the property (CRE) it is sufficient by induction on n to prove that this is the case when
nD 2. Thus suppose M DM1˚M2. By using the following short exact sequence
0  !M1  !M  !M2  ! 0:
Since M1 is radical and M1, M2 have properties (CRE), then M has the property
(CRE) by Theorem 2. 
LetM be a module. A module N is called maximal essential extension ofM if N
is an essential extension of M , and whenever K is a proper extension of N , then K
is not an essential extension of M ([8]).
Let M be a module. Then there exists a module N satisfying the following equi-
valent conditions:
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(1) N is an essential injective extension of M .
(2) N is a maximal essential extension of M .
A module N satisfying above equivalent conditions is called injective envelope of
M , denoted by E.M/ ([8, Theorem 2.21]).
Proposition 6. Let M be a module.Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) M has a Rad -supplement in every cofinite essential injective extension.
(2) M has a Rad -supplement in every cofinite maximal essential extension.
Proof. .1/H) .2/ is clear.
.2/ H) .1/ Let N be any cofinite essential extension of M , T be any cofinite
maximal essential extension ofM , f WM  !N , g WM  !T be inclusion mappings
and IT W T  ! T be an identity mapping. Then we have the following commutative
diagram with h necessarily monic:
M
f //
g

N
h

T
IT // T
By the hypothesis, M has a Rad -supplement in T , say K, that is, M CK D T and
M \K  Rad.K/. Since M  h.N /, we obtain that h.N /D h.N /\T D h.N /\
.MCK/DMC.h.N /\K/. Now, taking any n2N , we have h.N /DmCh.n1/D
h.mCn1/ where m 2M and h.n1/ 2 h.N /\K. So, nD mCn1 2M Ch 1.K/
since h is monic, and thus M Ch 1.K/DN . Moreover, M \h 1.K/D h 1.M \
K/ Rad.h 1.K//. Since h 1.M/DM as h is monic. Hence h 1.K/ is a Rad -
supplement of M in N . 
Proposition 7. Let M be a module with the property (CRE). If M is noetherian,
then M has the property (CE).
Proof. Let N be any cofinite extension of M . Since M has the property (CRE),
then there exists a submoduleK ofN such thatN DMCK andM \K Rad.K/.
Since M is noetherian, then M \K is finitely generated. So it is easy to see that
M \KK. So M has the property (CE). 
A ring R is called semiperfect if R
Rad.R/
is semisimple and idempotents can be
lifted modulo Rad.R/. It is well known that a ring R is semiperfect if and only if
every left (or right) ideal has a supplement in RR (or RR). A ring R is called Rad -
supplemented if every left (or right) ideal has a Rad -supplement in RR (or RR) (see
[2]). Clearly, every semiperfect ring isRad -supplemented, but aRad -supplemented
ring need not be semiperfect in general (see [2]).
It is proved in [3, Proposition 2.11] that a ring R is semiperfect if and only if every
left R-module has the property (CE). Now, we give the characterization of the rings
over which every module has the property (CRE).
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Theorem 3. The following statements are equivalent for a ring R:
(1) R is Rad -supplemented.
(2) RR has ample Rad -supplements in every cofinite extension.
(3) RR has ample Rad -supplements in every finitely generated extension.
(4) Every left R-module has the property (CRE).
(5) Every left R-module has the property (CREE).
Proof. .1/ H) .4/ Let M be an R-module and N be a cofinite extension of M .
Then there exists a finitely generated submodule K of N such that N DM CK.
Since R is a Rad -supplemented ring, then M \K has a Rad -supplement in K, say
T , i.e. K D .M \K/CT and .M \K/\T  Rad.T / by [10, Theorem 3.7]. It
follows that N DM CT and M \T Rad.T /. This completes the proof.
.4/H) .1/ Suppose that every left R-module has the property (CRE). Then every
left ideal of R has a Rad -supplement in R as a left R-module. Hence RR is Rad -
supplemented.
.2/H) .1/ If RR has the property (CREE), it is Rad -supplemented by Corollary
2.
.5/H) .4/ and .5/H) .3/H) .2/ are clear. 
A module M over a ring R is called uniserial if the lattice of submodules of M is
a chain and M is called serial if M is a direct sum of uniserial modules. A ring R is
called left (right) uniserial if the module RR (RR) is uniserial. R is called a uniserial
ring if R is both right and left uniserial. A uniserial domain R is called nearly simple
if Rad(R) is the unique nonzero two sided ideal of R and Rad2.R/¤ 0 [7].
The following example shows that a module with the property (CRE) need not be
(CE).
Example 1. (See[2]) LetG=ff WQ !Q j f .t/D atCb for a;b 2Q and a > 0g
be the group of affine linear functions on the field of rational numbersQ. Choose any
irrational number  2 R and set P=ff 2G j   f ./g and PC=ff 2G j  < f ./g.
Note that P , resp. PC, defines a left order on G. Take an arbitrary field F and cons-
ider the semigroup group ring F ŒP  in which the right ideal M DPg2PC gF ŒP  is
maximal. The set F ŒP  nM is a left and right ore set and the corresponding loca-
lization R is a nearly simple uniserial domain. Taking any nonzero element r 2 R,
S D End. R
rR
/ is a Rad -supplemented ring which is not semiperfect. Since S is a
Rad -supplemented ring, then SS has the property (CRE) by Theorem 3. It is clear
that SS has not the property (CE) by [3, Proposition 2.11]
The ring R is called left hereditary if and only if all left ideals of R are projective.
It is well known that for a left hereditary ringR, every submodule of a freeR-module
is isomorphic to a direct sum of left ideals of R and hence is projective.
Corollary 4. For a left hereditary ringR, the following statements are equivalent.
(1) R is semiperfect. (2) Every left R-module has the property (CRE).
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Proof. .1/H) .2/ Let M be any R-module and N be a cofinite extension of M .
Then there exists a submodule K of N such that N DM CK. Since K is finitely
generated, then so is N
M
Š K
M\K . Therefore
N
M
has a projective cover because R
is semiperfect. By [6, Lemma 4.40], there exists a submodule L of N such that
N DM CL and M \L L. So M \L  Rad.L/. Thus M has the property
(CRE).
.2/ H) .1/ By Theorem 3, R is is Rad -supplemented. Applying [9, Corollary
2.22], it is semiperfect. 
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